MS-ESS2-1

Earth's Systems

Students who demonstrate understanding can:
MS-ESS2-1. Develop a model to describe the cycling of Earth's materials and the flow of energy that drives this
process. [Clarification Statement: Emphasis is on the processes of melting, crystallization,

weathering, deformation, and sedimentation, which act together to form minerals and rocks
through the cycling of Earth’s materials.] [Assessment Boundary: Assessment does not include the
identification and naming of minerals.]
The performance expectation above was developed using the following elements from the NRC document A Framework for K-12 Science Education:

Science and Engineering Practices
Developing and Using Models
Modeling in 6–8 builds on K–5 experiences
and progresses to developing, using, and
revising models to describe, test, and
predict more abstract phenomena and
design systems.
 Develop and use a model to describe
phenomena.

Disciplinary Core Ideas

Crosscutting Concepts

ESS2.A: Earth’s Materials and
Systems
 All Earth processes are the result
of energy flowing and matter
cycling within and among the
planet’s systems. This energy is
derived from the sun and Earth’s
hot interior. The energy that flows
and matter that cycles produce
chemical and physical changes in
Earth’s materials and living
organisms.

Stability and Change
 Explanations of stability and
change in natural or designed
systems can be constructed by
examining the changes over time
and processes at different scales,
including the atomic scale.

Observable features of the student performance by the end of the course:
1

Components of the model
a To make sense of a given phenomenon, students develop a model in which they identify the relevant
components, including:
i.
General types of Earth materials that can be found in different locations, including:
1. Those located at the surface (exterior) and/or in the interior
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2. Those that exist(ed) before and/or after chemical and/or physical changes that occur
during Earth processes (e.g., melting, sedimentation, weathering).
ii.
Energy from the sun.
iii.
Energy from the Earth’s hot interior.
iv.
Relevant earth processes
v.
The temporal and spatial scales for the system.
Relationships
a In the model, students describe* relationships between components, including:
i.
Different Earth processes (e.g., melting, sedimentation, crystallization) drive matter cycling
(i.e., from one type of Earth material to another) through observable chemical and physical
changes.
ii.
The movement of energy that originates from the Earth’s hot interior and causes the cycling of
matter through the Earth processes of melting, crystallization, and deformation.
iii.
Energy flows from the sun cause matter cycling via processes that produce weathering,
erosion, and sedimentation (e.g., wind, rain).
iv.
The temporal and spatial scales over which the relevant Earth processes operate.
Connections
a Students use the model to describe* (based on evidence for changes over time and processes at
different scales) that energy from the Earth’s interior and the sun drive Earth processes that together
cause matter cycling through different forms of Earth materials.
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Students use the model to account for interactions between different Earth processes, including:
i.
The Earth’s internal heat energy drives processes such as melting, crystallization, and
deformation that change the atomic arrangement of elements in rocks and that move and
push rock material to the Earth’s surface where it is subject to surface processes like
weathering and erosion.
ii.
Energy from the sun drives the movement of wind and water that causes the erosion,
movement, and sedimentation of weathered Earth materials.
iii.
Given the right setting, any rock on Earth can be changed into a new type of rock by
processes driven by the Earth’s internal energy or by energy from the sun.
Students describe* that these changes are consistently occurring but that landforms appear stable to
humans because they are changing on time scales much longer than human lifetimes.
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